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Section 1: Package Modifications 

Module: EML  Email Module 

1. 2018.1.0 Replace SmartMail functions with SMTP 
Previously, emails 
functionality uses SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol). 

 Two new programs have been added to Streamline under Installation > SMTP > Service 
Profile: Service Profiles and New/Modify Service Profiles. These programs allow you to 
add and modify the common settings required to connect to the mail server (server ID, 
DNS address, port, timeout, SSL encryption and so on). 

 Two additional programs have been added under Installation > SMTP > Email Profile:  
Email Profiles and New/Modify Email Profiles. These programs allow you to update 
single mailbox information on the mail server. You can link more than one user to a 
single email profile. 

 The Email/Fax Log has been modified. The Send Success column has been relabelled 
Send Status. Valid options for this column are: Queued, Sent and Failed.  

 A new windows service has been created to perform background processing of queued 
email messages. All errors, including per-message errors, are written to the Visual 
Streamline event log with a source of Messaging Service (SMTP).  

 The service picks up the email and service profiles on each queue interval, so 
settings changes will apply on the next pass. There will be no need to restart the 
service. 

 When an email is generated within Streamline, the email is placed into a queue that is 
checked every 15 seconds for mail to be sent and is sent using the email profile and 
service profile specified when the message was queued. 

Module: G/L  General Ledger 
2. 2018.1.0 Remove Auto Allocate button from G/L Transaction Entry 

General Ledger > G/L Entry/Update > G/L Transaction Entry 
The Auto Allocate button on the G/L Transaction Entry screen has been removed. The auto 
allocate functionality is no longer available in Streamline. 

Module: INV  Inventory 
3. 2018.1.0 Recalculate ROP/EOQ Optimization 

We have optimized the recalculation of ROP and EOQ processes to improve response 
time.  

Module: OTH  Other 
4. 2018.1.0 New Streamline Icon 

The TECSYS Streamline icon has changed. Here is an example:  

 

 The T represents TECSYS. 

5. 2018.1.0 Enhanced Colour Theme 
Edit menu > Colour Palette 
We have updated the Original colour scheme to Standard.  

 Standard is the Blue and Grey colour scheme. 
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6. 2018.1.0 Enhanced Main Menu 
The following enhancements have been made to the main menu: 

 The column structure of menu/sub-menu has been replaced by a single tree structure. 
 Search functionality has been added allowing you to go directly to the program entered. 
 The User Settings and Exit buttons have been moved to the top of the window. 
 The Runtime functionality has been removed as it is no longer required. 

Here is an example of the new main menu: 

 

7. 2018.1.0 About Streamline 
Help menu > About 

The About Streamline page has been revised and now includes: 

 Version number 
 Licenses 
 Copyright date 

8. 2018.1.0 Task Scheduler Change for Inventory Quantity Discrepancy Report 
Company Setup > Interface > Task Scheduler Framework 

The Inventory Quantity Discrepancy program has been modified to detect exceptions in 
independently running stored procedures and to stop/fail the task scheduler transaction 
accordingly.  

 The Schedule Transaction Log screen for the Inventory Quantity Discrepancy Report 
now includes a Transaction Details button that launches a Transactions Log screen 
listing all successfully completed stored procedures. 

9. 2018.1.0 Options Menu Items available in Footer on Main Menu 

The Options menu items are now available when you right click on the Status bar in the 
footer section of the main menu: 

 Users 
 Groups 
 Change Password 
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Module: Web  E-Commerce/Web Services Module 
10. 2018.1.0 E-commerce Sales Reports  Graph Optional 

Previously, the Sales Reports page on the e-commerce web site launched with a graph of 
the current sales data. The graph was not always meaningful depending on the data 
selected.  

 The Show/Hide Chart  icon has been added to allow you to display or hide the 
graph. The default is to hide the graph.  

11. 2018.1.0 E-commerce Versioning 
E-commerce versions will be the same as Streamline from this release forward. 

12. 2018.1.0 E-commerce Visual Studio 
The E-commerce development platform has been updated from Visual Studio 2015 to 2017. 
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Section 2: Support Modifications 

1. 2018.1.0 
ITMS 34084 

E-commerce not Displaying Second Page of Products 
A long running query caused e-commerce to time-out and as a result the complete list of 
products failed to load. We have restructured the query to run faster, thereby allowing all 
products to load on the e-commerce web site. 

2. 2018.1.0 

ITMS 33890 
Production Tickets (PT) not being Reserved 
The logic was corrected so that PT reserve quantities in Planned P/O Preparation (PPP) are 
no longer affected by transfer quantities. 

3. 2018.1.0 

ITMS 33873 

Edit in E-commerce Favourites 

In previous versions of e-commerce, the Favourites Maintenance page included an Edit 
button that allowed you to add or remove items from a favourites list.  
We have corrected an issue that prevented the Edit button from working in e-commerce 
version 3.0.12.3. 

4. 2018.1.0 
ITMS 33860 

Orders Created via Customer Service Inquiry (CSI) Pricing not Maintaining Holds 
Previously, when a sales order was created via Sales Order Processing > Processing > 
Customer Service Inquiry > Pricing for a customer with an AR hold, a message displayed 
indicating that the order was on hold. When the same order was recalled in Order Entry, the 
On Hold flag was not set. 
The logic has been corrected and orders put on hold in pricing are flagged as On Hold in 
Order Entry.  

5. 2018.1.0 
ITMS 33826 

Products / Categories on Menu Bar (E-commerce) 
The logic has been corrected in e-commerce when you click on Products or Categories from 
the menu bar, the search and navigation parameters clear, and any filters are reset to the 
default value. 

6. 2018.1.0 

ITMS 33368 

Application Error in E-commerce while Navigating Products 

When a product had multiple Customer Part Numbers, Aliases, Supplier Part Numbers or 
Manufacturer Part Numbers, a database error occurred when the product was sorted by that 
field. This has been corrected. 

7. 2018.1.0 
ITMS 33233 

Sales Order Invoice Register Update Not Posting GL for all Invoices 

Previously, if you printed invoices during Sales Order Invoice Register posting, some 
invoices were flagged as posted but the G/L entries were missing. This was a timing issue 
which is now resolved. 

8. 2018.1.0 
ITMS 33159 

WMS Inbound Transfer Duplicate Lot Error  

In the in-bound transfer receipt, if the lot number (with the sequence) did not exist in the 
receiving warehouse then a new lot number was created with the receipt quantity set to the 
sequence number. This could lead to a duplicate record error in subsequent transfer 
receipts. This has been corrected. 
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9. 2018.1.0 

ITMS 33115 

System Lock 

E-commerce > Master Files > E-commerce Default Controls, Product Filters folder 

Previously, if a user went into the E-commerce Default Controls program and made an edit 
on the Product Filters folder with the filter column set to Product Line, a system lock occurred 
and the original user could not log into the system in the current session or in a new session. 

The system no longer creates a lock at this point. 

10. 2018.1.0 

ITMS 33055 

Sales Order Invoice Register Lock 

If the DXserver crashes when posting the Sales Order Invoice Register, then a lock is 
created. The lock is now automatically cleared when the server is restarted. If the server is 
not restarted, the lock can be cleared by the All Procs button in the Streamline Users 
Maintenance program. 

11. 2018.1.0 
ITMS 32860 

Task Scheduler Not Marking Tasks as Failed on Rollback 

If a task in the scheduler within a transaction was rolled back, the scheduler did not detect 
this. The task was marked as successfully completed and an email was sent as if the 
transaction was completed correctly.  

 The logic has been modified so that the success of the task is detected (e.g. posting to 
the register). If the transaction is rolled back, the task is marked as failed and the task 
message indicates that the transaction was rolled back. 


